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Saturn 267 Legacy

Segment Overview and Final Products
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Segment Summary

• Rev 267 was an F-ring periapse segment. Key science included: 

– Multiple Enceladus observations, including UVIS’ last plume occultation, and thus 

the last chance to measure column density, the penultimate observation of a 

CIRS campaign to look for temporal variations in Enceladus’ heat, and an ISS plume 

monitoring observation to observe brightness variations

– INMS measurements of both neutrals and ions at different L-shells to provide 

composition data on ring material and information on the ionosphere

– Multiple VIMS mosaic maps of Saturn, as well as a solar ring occultation

• Periapse science required a custom period. ORS solar viewing constraints impacted 

science placement and CMT constraint management was required during the occulted 

period.

• This segment contained a “jumpstart” period.  Due to the challenging geometry and unique 

science of this phase of the mission, the timeline for the days around periapse was 

decided in advance of full segment integration.  Detailed pointing analysis, constraint 

checking, and reaction-wheel bias optimization (RBOT) was performed on the periapse 

period. Changes were required to protect the wheels, see RBOT summary on page 29.
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Final Sequenced SPASS (1 of 2)
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Final Sequenced SPASS (2 of 2)
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Final Sequenced SMT and Data Volume

* NOTE: Negative SSR (P4) Margins did not result in data loss due to compression/under-utilization.
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Segment Geometry (1 of 2)

Saturn Range Phase Angle Sub-S/C Lat.

Segment Start 21.26 Rs 135.9 deg 12

Periapse 2.44 Rs 41.5 deg -9

Apoapse 21.34 Rs 138.6 deg 9

Segment End 17.41 Rs 119.0 deg 27

Start: 2017-084T22:45:00

Periapse: 2017-088T06:09:25
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Segment Geometry (2 of 2)

Saturn Range Phase Angle Sub-S/C Lat.

Segment Start 21.26 Rs 135.9 deg 12

Periapse 2.44 Rs 41.5 deg -9

Apoapse 21.34 Rs 138.6 deg 9

Segment End 17.41 Rs 119.0 deg 27

End: 2017-093T15:39:00

Apoapse: 2017-091T20:05:00
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Solar Geometry – ORS Boresight Concerns

• Pointing to NEG_Y to Saturn (center) would lead to a CMT 

violation between ~2017-088T18:26:00 and ~2017-

089T10:50:00.

• Minimum NEG_Y to Sun angle is ~1.49° from 2017-

089T00:24 to 00:31.

• Pointing equatorial until 20:15, the moving north equatorial 

until 20:35 brings one out of the 12° cone, but not the 15°
cone. A waiver will be required.

•The sun is occulted by Saturn from 088T21:21 to 

089T03:39

•The sun is occulted by the rings from 089T03:39 to 

089T05:01

• Pointing towards -30 to -60 deg latitude (left limb) at 07:30 

brings one out of the 12° cone, but not the 15° cone. A 

waiver will be required.

Path of Sun

088T18:26 089T10:50

-Y to Sat. center 
<15°

-Y to Sat. 
center 
<15°

-Y to Saturn Center <12 degrees

VIMS S. Eq. 

Region Maps

Eq. then N. Eq. 

OK

05:00:01

Obs Saturn OK (Sun Occulted)

088T17:20 089T14:28

VIMS S. Reg Maps

20:35

Can’t Look at Sat./ 

Rings OK (Sun 

Occulted)

S

P CIRS Composition of Unlit A Ring

18:24 20:45 21:25 03:38 05:28 19:28

VIMS Solar Ring Occ

089T03:38:1821:21:25 07:30

-30/-60 

lat, left 

OK
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Periapse Quicklooks

Rev 267 • VIMS created a mosaic map of Saturn’s North Pole. UVIS observed 

the ring and atmospheric occultation of the star Beta Cru, providing 

detailed vertical profiles of several hydrocarbon species and 

aerosols in Saturn’s thermosphere and high stratosphere. VIMS 

created a mosaic map at Saturn’s North Pole and at 35deg N. lat. 

• INMS then took the lead to observe ions and neutrals within 1 

Saturn radius of the equatorial plane. INMS measured both neutrals 

and ions at different L-shells as Cassini passed through them above 

and below the equatorial plane. Neutrals observed are expected to 

provide composition data on the ring material. Ions observed will 

provide information on Saturn’s ionosphere and the coupling 

between the rings and the ionosphere. 

• CIRS led an Enceladus observation that was the penultimate 

observation in a long campaign during Cassini's XXM to look for 

temporal variations in Enceladus' heat, on both short time-scales 

and with orbital location (as its plumes are known to). 

• VIMS began a series of mapping observations of Saturn’s southern 

latitudes, moving northward over time, beginning with a map of the 

South Pole, then mosaics of the South Storm Alley region, centered 

at 35 deg S. latitude, then mosaics of the South Equatorial region, 

centered at 5 deg S. latitude. VIMS then returned to center the 

mosaic map at 30 deg S. lat for a southern regional map. 

• VIMS observed a solar ring occultation studying the size and spatial 

distributions of the smallest ring particles.

• CIRS led an observation that acquired moderate wavelength 

resolution spectra of the narrow trans-Encke region in Saturn's A 

ring. 
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Daily Science Highlights (1 of 3)

DOY 085 (26 March 2017): Saturn_267 was a ~8.5 day periapse segment beginning at the end of DOY084. Science 

started with a turn to Titan, where ISS preformed a haze observation of Titan’s atmosphere as part of the Titan Monitoring 

Campaign (phase 142.5 deg. and range 1.9 Mkm) with CIRS and VIMS as riders. CIRS then led an observation to study 

the composition of  Saturn’s atmosphere; UVIS and VIMS rode, for almost 11hr.

DOY 086 (27 March 2017): VIMS observed the Sun for four hours to calibrate it’s solar port. The solar port was used to 

observe solar occultations of Saturn, Titan and the rings, as well as to provide periodic calibration data for the instrument's 

IR channel. The latter were used to monitor the slowly-changing wavelength calibration, while also providing a check on 

the photometric stability of the instrument.  The solar flux and spectrum both depend on the position of the sun in the 

VIMS field of view, so maps of the FOV were obtained periodically by moving the sun across it in a raster scan pattern. 

This was the final such Solar Port calibration of the mission, previous ones having been acquired on revs 225 (2015-

318), 234 (2016-098) and 241 (2016-245), at roughly 6-month intervals. CIRS led another observation to study the 

composition of the Saturn’s atmosphere. ISS imaged along the bright limb of Saturn, working with VIMS and UVIS to 

study the composition of the high atmosphere. UVIS then collaborated with ISS, with CIRS and VIMS riding, for an 

Enceladus plume occultation of the star Eps CMa. This occultation made a horizontal cut through Enceladus' plume, 

yielding one last look at the water vapor column density, and the opportunity to detect any long-term temporal change 

possibly associated with the seasons or the ellipticity of Enceladus' orbit. This was the last time in the mission when 

Cassini was to view a star passing behind the plume, so this was the last chance to measure column density. VIMS then 

led a 6hr observation, with CIRS and ISS riding, creating a North Hemisphere map and mosaics from the pole and 

extending to ~30 deg N Lat. UVIS and VIMS collaborated to observe the illuminated northern auroral oval, first staring for 

4hr, then performing repeated slew observations for 4hr.

DOY 087 (28 March 2017): VIMS created a mosaic map of Saturn’s North Pole. UVIS observed the ring and atmospheric 

occultation of the star Beta Cru. The Saturn UV stellar occultations provide detailed vertical profiles of several 

hydrocarbon species and aerosols in Saturn’s thermosphere and high stratosphere. The detailed vertical profile information 

is critical for studies of photochemical processes and circulation in Saturn’s upper atmosphere. 
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Daily Science Highlights (2 of 3)

DOY 087 (28 March 2017) continued: These measurements probed higher altitudes than could be sensed with the CIRS 

information and it is in this regime that the photochemical processes are active. Each occultation, however, samples only 

one latitude (in this case, Beta Cru ingress latitude will be -5.5deg) and many of them are needed to build up a global 

picture of Saturn’s high atmosphere and the circulation in that part of the atmosphere. Occultations that occured near the 

latitude where INMS  samples the atmosphere directly, in situ,  near the end of the mission are additionally valuable 

because they provide information on the density of the atmosphere where the spacecraft experienced some atmospheric 

drag. Previous UV stellar occultation measurements showed that the atmosphere was expanding until about 2010 and has 

since contracted to some extent. This is a spacecraft health and safety issue.

DOY 088 (29 March 2017): VIMS created a mosaic map of Saturn’s North Pole and Hexagon, and of the  35deg N. 

latitude region, examining the remnants of the Great Storm of 2010-2011. INMS then took the lead to observe ions and 

neutrals within 1 Saturn radii of the equatorial plane. INMS measured both neutrals and ions at different L-shells as 

Cassini passed through them above and below the equatorial plane. Neutrals observed were expected to provide 

compositional information on the ring material. Ions observed provide information on Saturn’s ionosphere and the 

coupling between the rings and the ionosphere. These observations also informed the generation of INMS’ science 

operations tables for future F-Ring and Proximal observations to ensure the most interesting and useful data are obtained 

out of the limited observations in the FPROX phase of the mission. CIRS then led an Enceladus observation that was the 

penultimate observation in a long campaign during Cassini's XXM to look for temporal variations in Enceladus' heat, on 

both short time-scales and with orbital location (as its plumes are known to). It was a 6 hr 42 min observation of 

Enceladus, which was used to make many slow CIRS FP3 scans of Enceladus' active south polar terrain region. 

Differences between these scans, and those from other observations in the campaign, will be examined to determine the 

temporal variability of Enceladus' thermal activity. VIMS then began a series of mapping observations of Saturn’s southern 

latitudes, moving northward over time, beginning with a map of the South Pole, then conducting mosaics of the South 

Storm Alley region, centered at 35deg S. latitude, then adding mosaics of the South Equatorial region, centered at 5deg S. 

latitude. VIMS then returned to center the mosaic map at 30deg S. lat for a southern regional map. CIRS and UVIS rode on 

all 4 of these VIMS observations. 
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Daily Science Highlights (3 of 3)

DOY 089 (30 March 2017): VIMS and UVIS used their solar ports to collaboratively observe a solar ring occultation. As 

the sun egressed, passing behind the B through F rings of Saturn, the instruments could study the size and spatial 

distributions of the smallest particles in the rings. CIRS then led an observation to acquire moderate wavelength resolution 

spectra of the narrow trans-Encke region in Saturn's A ring. The spectra taken during this observation of the unlit side of 

the rings will be combined to study the composition and structure of this unique region in Saturn's rings.

DOY 090 (31 March 2017): VIMS mapped Saturn’s south hemisphere from the equator down to about 60deg S. latitude, 

with the mosaic centered on the central meridian near 30deg S. latitude. ISS imaged along the bright limb of Saturn to 

study the composition of the high atmosphere. ISS observed Enceladus as part of their plume monitoring campaign. This 

allowed them to observe brightness variations in the plume on short timescales, which is excellent for testing theories of  

plume production. More data covering this region will help to characterize these variations, which will lead to better 

understanding of the long term plume behavior. 

DOY 091 (1 April 2017): CIRS, with UVIS and VIMS riding, studied the composition of the Saturn’s atmosphere. ISS 

then preformed haze observations of Titan’s atmosphere as part of the Titan Monitoring Campaign (phase 112.8 deg. and 

range 2 Mkm) with CIRS and VIMS as riders. 

DOY 092 (2 April 2017): The spacecraft rolled for 9hr in support of a routine calibration of the Magnetometer instrument. 

UVIS and VIMS collaborated to observe the illuminated northern auroral oval, first staring for 6hr, then performing 

repeated slews for 6hr. Saturn_267 ended with a downlink of all data to Earth via a 34M antenna in Goldstone, California.
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Saturn 267 Legacy

Segment Integration Planning
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Timeline Gaps and Suggested Observations

Gap Start End Duration Phase angle 
(range)

Rs range Sub-S/C Lat. Snapshot
(mid-gap)

1 2017-085T00:55:00 2017-085T11:35:00 000T10:40:00 135.0 to 130.6 21.2 to 20.6 12 to 16 085T06:15

2 2017-086T03:25:00 2017-086T13:58:00 000T10:33:00 123.4 to 117.5 18.8 to 17.0 23 to 28 086T08:40

3 2017-086T15:22:00 2017-087T05:28:00 000T14:06:00 116.6 to 105.2 16.7 to 13.0 29 to 38 086T22:25

Periapse (2017-088T06:09:25) Periapse phase = 42 deg, R = 2.435 Rs, lat = -9 deg, 

4 2017-089T23:10:00 2017-090T07:10:00 000T08:00:00 159.0 to 154.6 17.1 to 18.6 -9 to -5 090T03:10 

5 2017-091T00:55:00 2017-091T11:14:00 000T10:19:00 146.3 to 142.1 20.6 to 21.2 2 to 6 091T06:05 

Apoapse (2017-091T20:05:00) Apoapse Per = 7.2 d, inc = 63.6 deg, phase = 139 deg, R = 21.318 Rs 

6 2017-092T09:34:00 2017-092T21:59:00 000T12:25:00 133.3 to 128.0 21.0 to 20.0 14 to 19 092T15:46 

Suggested observations: CIRS Map/Compsit

Suggested observations: ISS Imaging or VIMS mapping

Suggested observations: VIMS Npolar Img, UVIS Aurora

Suggested observations: ISS Limb, VIMS South Hemisphere Img 

Suggested observations: CIRS full rotation map or Compsit

Suggested observations: UVIS Aurora or CIRS
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Initial SMT and Data Volume (1 of 2)

Beginning of Integration:
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Initial SMT and Data Volume (2 of 2)

Beginning of Integration:
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Waypoint Selection (1 of 2)

RBOT - Friendly

* NEG_Y to Saturn not safe from 2017-088T17:20 to 089T14:28 (ORS to Sun < 15 deg.).
- Minimum ORS to SUN angle is appx. 1.49 deg (CIRS Operational FR Zone).

Standard
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Waypoint Selection (2 of 2)

FPROX DOWNLINK

FPROX Periapse waypoint search
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Waypoints Chosen

Waypoint 2 (2017-087T19:52 – 088T04:48): 

NAC to Saturn, POS_Z to NSP

Waypoint 1 (2017-084T23:25 – 087T19:52): 

NAC to Saturn, NEG_X to NSP

Waypoint 3 (2017-088T04:48 – 088T21:25): 

No acceptable valid waypoint, custom period 

used.

Waypoint 4 (2017-088T21:25 – 089T23:10): 

UVIS_SOL_OFF to Sun, POS_Z to NSP
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Waypoints Chosen

Waypoint 5 (2017-089T23:10 – 091T00:55): 

NAC to Saturn, POS_Z to 187.8/31.9

Waypoint 6 (2017-091T00:55 – 091T23:04): 

NAC to Saturn, POS_Z to NSP

Waypoint 7 (2017-091T23:04 – 093T16:19): 

NAC to Saturn, NEG_X to NSP
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Notes (1/4)

• Pointing:

• Waypoints:

• RBOT friendly waypoints used when compatible with science

• No valid waypoint for Periapse Period (2017-087T19:52 – 088T21:25 SCET; Duration 001T01:33): Used custom period

• Custom Period (2017-088T04:48 – 088T21:25 SCET)

• CIRS and VIMS temperature/ boresight violations:

• CIRS Max Temp = 82.37K (∆T = 7.77K) @ 088T07:51 SCET (During CIRS SP006 PIE – Mostly due to INMS FRING 

PIE)

• CIRS provided approval via email (Paul Romani 7/20)

• Consumable FR Waiver will be required (See SPLAT item)

• VIMS Max Temp = 65.24K (∆T = 5.58K) @ 088T10:55 SCET (During CIRS SP006 PIE – Mostly due to INMS FRING 

PIE)

• VIMS provided approval via email (Ed Audi 7/27)

• Consumable FR Waiver will be required (See SPLAT item)

• CIRS Boresight to Sun < 15°during DOY 088 - 089 (During VIMS SPOL / SSTRMLAT / SEQREG / SREG Maps)

• CIRS Boresight to Sun < 12°occur only during Solar Occultation

• KPT complaints (from Dave Bates):

• The CIRS Boresight is within 15 Deg from Edge of Sun within 16 hours of CIRS Science during 

the CIRS_267RA_COMPUNLA3001 observation

• CIRS provided approval via email (Paul Romani 7/20)

• Operational FR Waiver will be required (see SPLAT item)
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Notes (2/4)

• Pointing (continued):

• CMT Management & FR waivers required during the following periods:

• -Y to Sun < 12°CMT Management from 2017-088T21:27:50 – 089T03:31:05 SCET (See SPLAT item)

• During VIMS_267SA_SREGMAP001_PRIME

• KPT complaints (from Dave Bates):

• The –Y to Sun angle drops to zero degrees during the VIMS_267SA_SREGMAP001_PRIME observation

• (Sun will be occulted at this time)

• Sun occulted between 088T21:21:26 - 089T03:38:17 (from Tour Atlas)

• +X to Sun < 83°CMT Management from 2017-088T04:50:05 – 06:43:05 SCET (See SPLAT item)

• During INMS_267RI_FRINGATMO001_PIE

• This is a cause of the CIRS/VIMS heating

• KPT complaints (from Dave Bates):

• The +X to Sun angle drops to 45° during the INMS_267RI_FRINGATMO001_PIE observation, which 

causes CIRS and VIMS temperature increases above 5 and 2 deg, respectively.

• INMS design has been approved by CIRS, VIMS, & CDA (via email Ralf Srama 7/15)

• Periapse Jumpstart of Merged PDT & AACS analysis for teams early PDT deliveries during 2017-087T05:28 – 089T20:38 (See 

SPLAT item)

• Rate violations on DOY 088 @ 05:05 during INMS FRING PIE. This is okay inside +/- 3hr of periapse per FRPO G&Cs.

• There is a 20 min quiescent period carved out at the beginning of the VIMS NPOLMAP002 (088T03:22:50 – 03:42:50) for a bias 

(See SPLAT item)

• Quiescent periods for a SID Suspend are required during CIRS_267EN_SP006_PIE and possibly VIMS NPOLMAP002 (See 

SPLAT item)

• Per Dave Bates KPT runs 

• See RBOT notes

• SIP SP_TURN PDT SASF Hand Edits required!

• Hand edit for downlink SP_268EA_G34BWGNON093_PRIME

• SP turn script combines M70METNON093 and G34BWGNON093 into one request. The script properly handles 

rolling/SRU for M70 but does not start G34 3hr delayed roll at correct time. Change 7PROFILE start time from 

02:59:30 to 10:44:30. Change 7DELTA_BODY_LONG start time from 03:00:00 to 10:45:00. This fixes the 

duration math, accounting for the 7hr45 duration of the M70 pass properly.
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Notes (3/4)

• Data Volume

• No SMT warnings

• SSR cleared before periapse observation period and at the end of segment

• DSN

• ap_downlink report check warnings can be ignored:

• Ignore “Warning: 70m usage for sequence exceeds project commitment <=35%; is at 50%” 

• Ignore “Warning: number of sequence upload passes is 0; should be 5 or more”  ---not the last segment in sequence

• No Level 3 requests, no OTMs

• Resource Checker

• All gaps (2) can be ignored

• Gap on 2017-088T13:30 – 14:10 SCET (dur = 40 min) expected

• Gap on 2017-089T11:38 – 13:30 SCET (dur = 1hr52min) expected

• RSS

• RSS_267SA_OCCORT001_RSS from 2017-087T07:38 – 13:38 SCET

• RSS_268EA_AUXPIM001_RSS from 2017-093T03:34 – 15:39 SCET

• No rolling for first 3 hrs of G34 DL (2017-093T07:54:00 - 2017-093T10:54:00)

• Opmodes

• RSSKRWAF on DOY 087 for RSS OCCORT  

• RSSPRWAF and RSSKRWAF on DOY 093 for RSS AUXPIM

• Hydrazine

• N/A
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Notes (4/4)

• Special Activities: 

• -Y to Sun CMT management and flight rule waivers required (mentioned in pointing area)

• +X to Sun CMT management and flight rule waivers required (mentioned in pointing area)

• MAG Cal Roll from 2017-092T00:34 – 09:34 SCET

• RSS_268EA_AUXPIM001_RSS from 2017-093T03:34 – 15:39 SCET

• Collaborative PRIME/RIDER activities:

• UVIS_267EN_ICYEXO001_PIE - Collab w/ ISS

• UVIS_267SA_AURDSTARE001_PRIME - Collab w/ VIMS

• UVIS_267SA_AURSLEW001_PRIME - Collab w/ VIMS

• INMS_267RI_FRINGATMO001_PIE - Collab w/ CDA

• CIRS_267EN_SP006_PIE - Collab w/ ISS

• VIMS_267RI_SOLAROCC001_PRIME - Collab w/ UVIS

• UVIS_268SA_AURDSTARE001_PRIME - Collab w/ VIMS

• UVIS_268SA_AURSLEW001_PRIME - Collab w/ VIMS

• PIES:

• UVIS_267EN_ICYEXO001_PIE (086T13:58)

• UVIS_267ST_BETCRU001_PIE (087T21:17)

• INMS_267RI_FRINGATMO001_PIE (088T04:48)

• CIRS_267EN_SP006_PIE (088T06:48)

• ISS_267EN_PLUME001_PIE (090T07:10)
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Liens (1/2)

Sequence Liens (should all be SPLAT items):

• Target Motion Violations:

• VIMS_267SA_NPOLMAP002_PRIME (2017-087T22:27 – 088T04:48 SCET) has 70.77 deg angular motion over a 

6hr21min activity period ( >3 hr observations with >60 degrees target motion). Requires a 20 min quiescent period for 

AACS within 3 hours of the violation per AACS rule. 

• The required quiescent period is already implemented by team from 088T03:22:50 – 03:42:50 in the periapse jumpstart. 

• SRU violation between INMS_267RI_FRINGATM_001_PIE and CIRS_267EN_SP006_PIE (2017T088T06:35:44.530 to 2017-

088T11:21:39.890)

• Quiescent periods for a SID Suspend are required during CIRS_267EN_SP006_PIE and possibly VIMS NPOLMAP002

• -Y to Sun < 12°CMT Management + FR waiver required during the period 2017-088T21:27:50 – 089T03:31:05 SCET 

• CMT Management required during VIMS_267SA_SREGMAP001_PRIME

• Sun occulted between 088T21:21:26 - 089T03:38:17 (from Tour Atlas)

• +X to Sun < 83°CMT Management + FR waiver required during the period 2017-088T04:50:05 – 06:43:05 SCET

• CMT Management required during INMS_267RI_FRINGATMO001_PIE

• This is the cause for the CIRS/VIMS heating

• INMS design has been approved by CIRS, VIMS, & CDA (via email Ralf Srama 7/15)

• CIRS heating violation Consumable FR waiver required during CIRS SP006 PIE - Caused by INMS FRING PIE

• CIRS Max Temp = 82.37K (∆T = 7.77K) @ 088T07:51 SCET 

• CIRS provided approval via email (Paul Romani 7/20)

• VIMS heating violation Consumable FR waiver required during CIRS SP006 PIE – Caused by INMS FRING PIE

• VIMS Max Temp = 65.24K (∆T = 5.58K) @ 088T10:55 SCET

• VIMS provided approval via email (Ed Audi 7/27)

• CIRS Boresight to Sun < 15°Operational FR waiver required during DOY 088 - 089 during VIMS SPOL / SSTRMLAT / 

SEQREG / SREG Maps

• CIRS Boresight to Sun < 12°occur only during Solar Occultation

• CIRS provided approval via email (Paul Romani 7/20)
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Liens (2/2)

Sequence Liens (should all be SPLAT items):

• The following science request from 2017-087T05:28 – 089T20:38 in Saturn_267 have been designed in PDT during 

integration. Teams identified shall deliver these designs as part of the Port 1 delivery; SIP leads to monitor.

VIMS_267SA_NPOLMAP001_PRIME

UVIS_267ST_BETCRU001_PIE

VIMS_267SA_NPOLMAP002_PRIME

INMS_267RI_FRINGATMO001_PIE

CIRS_267EN_SP006_PIE

VIMS_267SA_SPOLMAP001_PRIME

VIMS_267SA_SSTRMLAT001_PRIME

VIMS_267SA_SEQREGMAP001_PRIME

VIMS_267SA_SREGMAP001_PRIME

VIMS_267RI_SOLAROCC001_PRIME

CIRS_267RA_COMPUNLA3001_PRIME
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Saturn 267 Legacy
CMT Management: -Y to Sun violation

• -Y to Sun CMT Management and flight rule waivers will be needed for the VIMS S. Regional 

Map on DOY 088/089 during the solar occultation

• Time of Saturn Solar Occultation is from the tour atlas.

• Timing uncertainty is + 0.7 minutes as determined using Brad Wallis’ “ask_carnac.pro”
with a total of + 6 minutes pad recommended

SP WAYPT 

TURN

VIMS S Reg Map

(-Y to Saturn)

088T20:45 089T03:38

CMT Violation (NEG_Y to Sun < 12 Deg.)

(AACS-KPT-247 from AACS liens)

Saturn Solar Occultation
088T21:21:26 089T03:38:17

Occultation Time Uncertainty
088T21:27:26 089T03:32:17 (use 6 min uncertainty)

088T21:25 089T05:28

VIMS Solar Occ

088T21:27:36.2 089T03:31:02.3
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Saturn 267 Legacy
Rev 267 Periapse RBOT Assessment

AACS evaluation of Saturn_267 Jumpstart by David Bates

It is messy for RBOT, but it can be fixed if we:

1. Insert a bias during the VIMS_267SA_NPOLMAP002 observation, 088T03:22:50 – 03:42:50

• VIMS has said that this should be doable per email from Ed Audi/Kevin Baines 8/03

2. Do something about the downlink rolls

• The beginning of segment bias should occur after the first two downlink rolls, at 2017-087T17:00.  

• The short roll at 2017-087T17:32 should be killed (pending MAG approval—”MAG range 1”).

• The end of segment bias should occur before the downlink roll on DOY 89 starts.  The bias could 

occur at 2017-089T10:50 (during YGAP). 

If we do these suggestions, the RBOT picture looks good.


